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Beware the Pitfalls of
CO2 Freezing Prediction
Tim Eggeman
Steve Chafin
River City Engineering, Inc.

Carbon dioxide freezing in a cryogenic
system can result in plugging and
other operational problems.
This article offers insights into the
CO2 freezing phenomenon.
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RYOGENIC PROCESSES ARE USED IN
in cryogenic processes, and tests our predictions
natural gas plants, petroleum refineries, ethylene
against the freeze points observed in several commerplants and elsewhere in the process industries to
cial-scale cryogenic plants known to be constrained by
recover and purify products that would normally be gaseous
CO2 solid formation. While the focus is on CO2 freeze
at ambient temperature and pressure. Carbon dioxide can
point predictions for natural gas plant applications, the
freeze at the low temperatures encountered in cryogenic
methodology can be readily extended to other solutes
plants, leading to plugged equipment and other operating
and other applications.
problems. Accurate and reliable predictions of CO2 freeze
There are two basic modes for formation of solid CO2.
points are needed for the design of cryogenic systems to
Where the CO2 content of a liquid exceeds its solubility
ensure that freeze conditions are avoided. CO2 freeze-out
limit, CO2 precipitates or crystallizes from the liquid soluprevention may dictate the type of cryogenic recovery
tion, as described by the thermodynamics of liquid/solid
process utilized, the maximum achievable recovery of prodequilibria (LSE). Where the CO2 content of a vapor
ucts, or the amount of CO2 recovered from the feed gas.
exceeds the solubility limit, CO2 is formed by desublimaDuring the revamp of a cryogenic natural gas plant,
tion or frosting, which is described by the thermodynamics
several commercial process simulators inaccurately preof vapor/solid equilibria (VSE).
dicted CO2 freeze points. Table 1
compares commercial simulator preTable 1. Methane-CO2 binary freezing comparison (LSE).
dictions with experimental
liquid/solid equilibrium (LSE)
Mole
Mole
Temperature, °F
freeze point data for the methaneFraction Fraction
This
CO2 binary system found in GPA
Methane
CO2
Experimental (1) Simulator A Simulator B Simulator C Work
Research Report RR-10 (1). It is
0.9984 0.0016
–226.3
–196.3
–239.2
–236.4
–226.2
evident that the process simulator
0.9975 0.0025
–216.3
–186.9
–229.3
–227.0
–217.3
0.9963 0.0037
–208.7
–178.8
–220.1
–218.1
–209.0
results do not reliably match the
0.9942
0.0058
–199.5
–169.0
–208.8
–207.1
–198.7
experimental data for even this sim0.9907 0.0093
–189.0
–158.1
–195.9
–158.0
–187.2
ple system.
0.9817 0.0183
–168.0
–140.0
–175.5
–140.0
–168.9
This article reviews existing
0.9706 0.0294
–153.9
–127.3
–159.9
–160.9
–154.9
experimental data and the thermo0.9415 0.0585
–131.8
–108.1
–135.1
–108.1
–133.1
0.8992 0.1008
–119.0
–92.9
–90.8
–92.9
–116.4
dynamics of solid CO2 formation in
0.8461 0.1539
–105.2
–88.1
–82.1
–88.0
–105.5
both liquids and vapors, presents
0.7950 0.2050
–97.4
–99.4
–83.6
–99.4
–99.5
calculation methods tailored to
Maximum Absolute Deviation
30.9
28.2
31.0
2.6
equipment commonly encountered
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(9), methane-propane-CO2 ternary system (11), ethanepropane-CO2 ternary system (11), and the methane-ethanepropane-CO2 quaternary system (11) are also available.
The starting point for deriving any phase equilibrium
relationship is equating partial fugacities for each component in each phase. Only one meaningful equation results
if one makes the normal assumption of a pure CO2 solid
phase. Then one has to decide whether to use an activity
coefficient or an equation-of-state approach.
Equation 1 holds at equilibrium when using an activity
coefficient model
We chose the Non-Random Two Liquid (NRTL) equation to model the activity coefficient, because it is applicable to multi-component mixtures and is capable of handling the expected level of non-ideality. The binary inter■ Figure 1. Solubility of CO2 in liquid methane.
action parameters between methane and CO2 were
Liquid/solid equilibria
regressed using the GPA RR-10 data in Figure 1. The
The GPA Research Report RR-10 (1) and Knapp, et al.
resulting fit agrees well over the entire range. The absolute
(2) are good resources for many of the original papers
value of the maximum deviation from the GPA RR-10
containing experimental data for the liquid/solid systems
data is 2.6°F, a much closer fit than any of the simulator
of interest. The data presented in GPA RR-10 are of high
predictions. The absolute value of the maximum deviation
quality. The measurements are based on triple point experfrom the data sets presented in sources other than GPA
iments and include records of the system pressure for each
RR-10 is 9.4°F, reflecting a higher degree of scatter.
experiment, which is needed when correlating with an
We also regressed NRTL parameters to predict CO2 freezequation of state.
ing of liquid mixtures containing methane, ethane and
Figure 1 is a plot of experimental data (1–8) for the solupropane. These four components (CO2, methane, ethane,
bility of CO2 in liquid methane. Similar experimental data
propane) were responsible for over 99% of the species present
for the ethane-CO2 binary system (6, 9, 10), propane-CO2
in our original revamp problem; the remaining species were
binary system (6, 9), methane-ethane-CO2 ternary system
mapped into either methane or propane according to boiling
point. The error caused by this approximation should be quite small, but it does point
SL,TP − SS,TP ⎛
to some of the limitations of the activity
TTP ⎞ ( a L − aS ) − (bL − bS )T ⎛
TTP ⎞
ln γ CO2 x CO2 =
1−
−
1−
model approach: limited accuracy of predic⎝
⎝
R
T ⎠
R
T ⎠
tive modes for generating key interaction
2
(a − aS ) ln⎛ T ⎞ − (bL − bS ) T ⎡1 − ⎛ TTP ⎞ ⎤
parameters through UNIFAC or similar
+ L
1
(
)
⎢ ⎝
⎥
⎜ ⎟
R
2R
T ⎠ ⎦
⎝ TP ⎠
means; difficulties in handling supercritical
⎣
components via Henry’s law; and the need
to generate a large number of non-key inter⎡ VCO2 Solid
⎤
L
Sat
Sat
Sat
action parameters in a rational manner.
x CO2 φ CO
P
P
=
φ
exp
P
−
P
2
(
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CO2 Solid CO2
CO2 Solid ⎥
⎢ RT
2
Switching to an equation-of-state
⎣
⎦
model, Eq. 2 holds at equilibrium.
Any equation of state can be used to
z 3 − (1 − B)z 2 + A − 3 B 2 − 2 B z − AB − B 2 − B3 = 0
(3) calculate the required fugacities; we
chose a standard form of the PengRobinson equation, since it is widely used
⎡ VCO2 Solid
⎤
V
Sat
Sat
Sat
to model natural gas processing systems.
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P
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⎣
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Binary interaction parameters for all of
the non-key pairs were set to their values
T ≤ TTP
(5) derived from VLE regressions. (VLEbased interaction parameters can also be
used with CO2 pairs, resulting in surpris■ Equations 1–5.
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ing accuracy. We have found, though, slightly better perthe literature, but unfortunately Pikaar’s work was never
formance when the interaction parameters for the CO2
published outside his dissertation. The multi-component
pairs are regressed from experimental data.)
triple point data presented in GPA RR-10 is another source
Figure 1 compares the fitted Peng-Robinson (PR)
of vapor/solid equilibrium data.
model predictions for the CO2-methane binary system with
Equation-of-state models are best used for modeling
the experimental data and the NRTL model predictions.
vapor/solid systems because they readily provide the
The accuracy of the Peng-Robinson model is comparable
required terms. The relevant equilibrium relationships are
to that of the NRTL model in the –150°F region, but falls
Eqs. 4 and 5.
off in other areas. The absolute value of the maximum
Equation 4 is derived by equating partial fugacities; Eq.
deviation from the GPA RR-10 data is 6.4°F. We were sur5 merely states that the solid must be stable if formed.
prised by the ability of the Peng-Robinson equation of
Quite often, thermodynamic textbooks forget to mention
state to accurately model this system given the high
Eq. 5. We have found several cases where solids were predegree of non-ideality.
dicted from Eq. 4 but the temperature was too high for a
While the equation-of-state approach has the advanstable solid.
tage of providing a consistent theoretical framework that
As in the liquid/solid case, any equation of state can be
is more easily extended to new situations, the details of
used to evaluate the fugacities. We again chose a standard
the numerical procedures required are more complex. For
version of the Peng-Robinson equation. This time, due to
example, when the Peng-Robinson cubic equation of
the lack of data, the binary interaction parameters were
state is used, one needs to find roots of Eq. 3. The resultdefaulted to the values used for VLE calculations. Figure
ing compressibility is then inserted into the appropriate
2 shows that the predictions agree quite well with the
fugacity equation and then Eq. 2 is root-solved to find
experimental methane-CO2 binary frost point data from
the conditions (T, P and composition) where solid CO2
Pikaar (17). Compared to the multi-component triple point
begins to form.
data in RR-10, the average deviation of the predicted frost
There are up to three real roots for Eq. 3. Analytical solupoint and experimental triple point temperatures at known
tion, via Cardan’s Rule, can produce meaningless results,
pressure and composition is 3°F.
since the required calculations are sensitive to round-off
Figure 2 presents extrapolations of the predicted frost
errors (14). We have found that eigenvalue-based methods
point and dew point isotherms. Their intersections define
work well and accurately provide all three roots, whether
the predicted triple points for this binary system. Our prereal or complex (15).
The root-solving algorithm for Eq. 2
should be initialized with a reasonably
Nomenclature
good guess to avoid problems when computing compressibilities from Eq. 3.
A, B
= real constants for Eq. 4 that are constructed from the mixing rules
aL, bL
= coefficients for liquid CO2 heat capacity, aL + bLT = 3.0477 + 0.0714T (13)
Unfortunately, empirical root-discriminaaS, bS
= coefficients for solid CO2 heat capacity, aS + bST = 5.0745 + 0.0379T (13)
tion methods for VLE flashes, such as the
P
=
system pressure, kPa
method by Poling (16), do not always work
Sat
P
=
vapor pressure of solid CO2 at system temperature, kPa
CO
Solid
well with the liquid/solid and vapor/solid
2
R
= gas constant = 1.9872 cal/(gmol-K)
flashes considered here. We have found the
SL,TP
= entropy of liquid CO2 at the triple point = 27.76 cal/(gmol-K) (12)
best way to avoid this pitfall is to use a
SS,TP
= entropy of solid CO2 at the triple point = 18.10 cal/(gmol-K) (12)
conservative numerical root-solving
T
= temperature, K
method, such as false position, in which
TTP
= triple point temperature for CO2 = 216.55 K (12)
the root is always bracketed, and to initialVCO2Solid
= molar volume of solid CO2, cm3/gmol
ize the calculation with the result of a conxCO2
= mole fraction of CO2 in the liquid phase, dimensionless
verged solution to the NRTL formulation.
yCO2
= mole fraction of CO2 in vapor phase, dimensionless
z

Vapor/solid equilibria
The experimental data for CO2 frosting are meager compared to the amount
of data available for liquid/solid systems.
The Pikaar (17) data set for the CO2methane binary is frequently displayed in

= unknown compressibility

Greek symbols
φLCO2
= liquid-phase partial fugacity coefficient for CO2, dimensionless
φSatCO2
= fugacity of pure CO2 vapor at PsatCO2Solid, dimensionless
φVCO2
= vapor-phase partial fugacity coefficient for CO2, dimensionless
γCO2
= activity coefficient for CO2 in the liquid phase, dimensionless
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Calculation procedures
for unit operations
The usual approach for avoiding
CO2 freezing conditions uses thermodynamics to predict freezing temperatures at key locations within the
cryogenic process. A minimum temperature safety margin is then
employed to ensure that CO2 freezing conditions are avoided. This
allows for adequate operating flexibility, including off-design operation, and accounts for the uncertainty in the freeze point prediction. The
temperature safety margin is defined
as the temperature difference between the operating temperature and
the temperature at which freezing is
predicted at a particular phase composition and system pressure.
The following sections describe
■ Figure 2. Frost point and dew point isotherms for the CH4+CO2 binary system.
how the calculations can be tailored
dicted triple point locus agrees well with the experimentalfor specific unit operations. The analysis uses thermodynamics
ly measured triple point locus for vapor-phase methane
with the bulk fluid properties to predict CO2 freezing. There
compositions above 90%mol.
are several limitations inherent to this approach (e.g., potential
At lower methane concentrations, errors in the predictfor boundary layer freezing, kinetics of solid CO2 nucleation
ed dew point isotherms throw off the predicted triple point
and growth, unit operations not accurately described by equiisotherm. The predicted dew point isotherms were calculibrium thermodynamics). These issues require a more
lated with a commercial process simulator using the Pengdetailed analysis that is beyond the scope of this article.
Robinson equation-of-state model with default values for
the interaction parameters. In defense of the simulator, the
Heat exchangers
dew point predictions for yCH4 < 0.9 qualitatively agree
Consider CO2 freezing calculations for a fluid being
with other experimental measurements (5, 19) not shown
cooled in the warm side of a heat exchanger. If the
in Figure 2. Resolution of this discrepancy is beyond the
warm side stream is a vapor that is cooled but not conscope of this article.
densed inside the exchanger, then only a VSE freeze
Fortunately, most practical applications operate in the
calculation is required for the outlet stream. Likewise,
right-hand side of Figure 2, in the region between the
if the warm side stream is all liquid, then only an LSE
triple point and critical locus. This example, though, does
freeze calculation is required. If the warm side stream
show the importance of also validating vapor/liquid equicondenses within the exchanger, it is necessary to prolibria predictions in addition to the liquid/solid and
ceed step-wise through the exchanger, performing VSE
vapor/solid predictions.
and LSE freeze calculations at a suitable number of
The numerical methods used to solve Eq. 4 for the contemperature/composition increments.
ditions at which frosting occurs are basically the same as
To illustrate the value of this approach, consider the
those used to solve the LSE relationship given in Eq. 2. To
hypothetical example represented by Figure 3. The
avoid the pitfall of an improperly evaluated fugacity, we
warm feed enters as a saturated vapor (Point A). As it
again recommend using a conservative root-finding
cools, heavier components preferentially condense, cremethod, such as false position, but this time the calculaating a varying liquid-phase composition along the
tion can be initialized with the result of a converged soluexchanger pass. Since CO2 is heavier than methane, it
tion to Eq. 4 under the assumption of ideality (i.e., the
tends to concentrate in the liquid phase, and it is possifugacities and exponential Poynting factor terms of Eq. 4
ble to reach a point at which the liquid solubility is
are set to unity).
exceeded and the CO2 could freeze and potentially plug
42
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the exchanger (Point B). Assume that
the stream is further cooled (ignoring
the CO2 freezing potential). Eventually, enough methane will condense
and the CO2 solubility in the liquid
will increase to the point where all
of the CO2 can be held in the liquid
phase again without freezing (Point
C). With continued cooling of this
stream, full condensation occurs
(Point D). Subcooling will eventually cause the liquid solubility to be
exceeded again (Point E), where CO2
could freeze again.
In this case, evaluation of only the
outlet stream would lead to the correct
prediction of a potential freezing problem with the exchanger. However, if
the example was modified so that the
warm outlet stream temperature was
■ Figure 3. An exchanger profile with multiple freeze points.
given as Point D, or anywhere between Points C and E, the potential
mental analysis should be adequate for an initial analysis.
freezing problem would be undetected. This pitfall can be
Further assistance from an expander vendor or other experts
avoided by the incremental method discussed here.
should be enlisted for a more detailed analysis.
Notice that the definition of the temperature safety
margin depends on the phase composition being constant. The inherent problem of the CO2 freeze utility of
Columns
at least one commercial process simulator is that it perThe methodology for CO2 freezing prediction within
forms VLE flash calculations while searching for the
columns is the same as that for any other equipment hannearest freeze point. The example in Figure 3 shows that
dling mixed liquid and vapor phases.
multiple solutions to the freeze point problem (i.e.,
Liquid-phase CO2 freezing calculation procedures are
Points B, C and E) may exist if the phase compositions
the same for either packed or trayed columns. For each
are allowed to vary. This pitfall of multiple solutions can
stage in the column, the temperature safety margin is calbe avoided by using freeze prediction routines that do
culated by comparing the stage temperature to the CO2
not conduct VLE flash calculations while searching for a
freezing temperature predicted by an LSE calculation
freeze point and that are customized to the needs of the
using either Eq. 1 or Eq. 2.
specific unit operation.
Vapor-phase CO2 freezing calculation procedures differ
slightly, depending on whether a packed or a trayed colExpanders
umn is being considered. For each stage in a packed colThe procedures for predicting CO2 freeze points withumn, the temperature safety margin is calculated by comin expanders are similar to those used for exchangers. If
paring the stage temperature to the CO2 freezing temperano phase change occurs within the expander, then an
ture predicted by a VSE calculation using Eqs. 4 and 5.
outlet stream VSE freeze calculation is sufficient. If
Vapor-phase freezing in a packed column may be mitigatcondensing does occur within the expander, then VSE
ed by washing the solid CO2 with the down-flowing liqand LSE freeze calculations are performed at incremenuid. Determining the ultimate fate for this solid CO2, once
tal pressure steps.
formed, is beyond the scope of this article, which focuses
In actual operation, expanders do not always internally
on how to avoid situations in which solid will form.
obey equilibrium thermodynamics. The internal velocities
The procedure for a trayed column is similar, howevcan sometimes be quite high and there may not be sufficient
er, the temperature safety margin for each stage is calcuresidence time to establish vapor/liquid equilibrium at any
lated by comparing the temperature of the tray above
given point other than at the outlet. Nonetheless, an increwith the CO2 freezing temperature predicted by a VSE
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calculation. Recall that while the vapor is in equilibrium
with its tray liquid, the vapor will contact the colder tray
above. Any cooling of the vapor past its vapor/solid
equilibrium point may result in desublimation of solid

CO2 onto the cold underside surface of the tray above.
Weeping, frothing, entrainment, etc. may wash the solid
CO2 off of the bottom of the tray above, but the analysis
of the ultimate fate of the CO2 and evaluating the potential for plugging in this situation are also beyond the
scope of this article.
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Model testing
We have implemented the thermodynamic models and
calculation procedures discussed here as a custom CO2
freeze-point-prediction utility that is an add-in to a commercial process simulator. To test the software, we
checked our freeze point predictions against actual data
from several operating commercial-scale cryogenic gas
plant demethanizers that have established CO2 freezing
limits. Confidentiality restricts the amount of detail we can
provide, but the results of the comparison are shown in
Table 2. Predicted freeze temperatures agree quite well
CEP
with the observed plant data.
Table 2. Comparison of
actual plant freezing vs. this work.
Plant
1
Observed Plant
Freeze Temperature, °F

2

3

4

–150.2 –142.2 –137.5 –117.0

Predicted Freeze
Temperature (This Work), °F –145.7 –141.0 –137.1 –116.2
Absolute Difference, °F

4.5

1.2

0.4

0.8

Limiting Freezing Criteria

LSE

VSE

VSE

LSE
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